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Selecting Optimal Portfolios with
a Futures Market in a Stock Index
Several futures markets have proposed a futures contract in a stock market index.

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange, for instance, has suggested a fu-

tures contract in the Standard and Poor's 500 Stock Index [1].

Such a market,

if it comes into existence has important implications and substantial patential for people who invest in equities, both individuals and professional
portfolio managers.
optimal portfolio.

It will very much simplify the process of selecting the
Furthermore, it will alter the composition and increase

the return of -the portfolios which they deem best as compared to the preferred
portfolio in the absence of a futures contract in the index.

To illustrate

this effect we will compare portfolio selection with and without such a contract.

An article in this journal [2] by Elton, Gruber and Padberg, EGP, pro-

vides a convenient data base and benchmark for doing so.

In that article they

used data for 10 securities to demonstrate a simple procedure for constructing
optimal portfolios.

We will use the same data to illustrate how a futures

contract further simplifies the selection of, and changes the composition of
the best portfolio.

First, however, we should discuss the important charac-

teristics of a futures market in a stock index.
What is a Futures Market?
When futures contracts in commodities such as wheat are bought (sold),
investors agree to accept (make) delivery of a particular type and quantity of
wheat at a specific site on a given day.

The investors' objective is to alter

the way in which changes in the price of wheat affect the values of their
portfolios.

A futures market in a stock index will be similar to this in some

respects but will also differ because of the nature of the index as a commodity.

The definition of the index, for example the S&P 500, is analogous to the
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"type" of grain.

The site of delivery for the index is largely irrelevant be-

cause the cost of transporting and storing the index is essentially zero.

In-

deed, unlike most futures markets, the stock index market is not likely to be
what is called a "delivery market."

In a delivery market investors can, if

they choose, fulfill their contracts by accepting or making delivery of the
commodity.

A delivery market makes sense when the commodity involved plays an

economic role.

Wheat, for instance, is grown by farmers and purchased as a

raw material by bakers.

That is not, in general, the case with stock in-

dices.
Stock indices are weathervanes.
would be expensive to create.

Index funds aside, they do not exist and

The vast majority of investors do not own a

specific index, nor do they want to acquire it.

Rather, investors recognize

that there is a close relationship between changes in the index and changes in
the values of their portfolios.

This makes a futures contract in the index a

useful tool for altering how movements in the market as a whole affect the
value of a portfolio, but it does not create any demand for ownership of the
index itself.

Consequently, any futures market in a stock index is likely to

be a cash settlement market.

Investors will not deliver or accept the index.

Instead all contracts which are outstanding on the "delivery" date will be
deemed to be settled by purchase or sale of the index at its value on that
day.

In all cases, investors will gain or lose the cash difference between

the price at which they sell, and the price at which they buy the futures contract.

The index itself will not change hands.

To illustrate how the market will likely operate consider this example.
Syppose the S&P 500 Index is chosen as the basis for the futures contract.
The value of the contract is established by choosing a dollar factor and multiplying the index by that factor.

If the index is 100 and the factor is
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$500, then the value of one contract in the index is $50,000 [($500)(100)].
one point change in the index changes the value of the contract by $500.

A

Sup-

pose a portfolio manager wants to reduce the exposure of his portfolio to market risk by a cash amount of $4.0 million.

To do so he will promise to deliv-

er -- sell short -- 80 futures contracts [$4.0 million= (80)($500)(100)].

If

the value of the index when he closes his position is 95 then the cost of
closing will be $3.8 million [$3.8 million= (80)($500)(95)].

The gain on the

futures contract would be $200, 000 [$200, 000 = (80 )($500) (5)].

Assuming that

the futures position was taken as a hedge, this gain would be offset, more or
less, by a decrease in the value of his portfolio of equities.

We have been

purposely vague on the question of how an investor should determine what position to take in the futures contract because this is an integral part of the
overall portfolio selection procedure which we will now discuss.
Which Securities Should You Buy?
The selection technique which we will describe is appropriate if:

1) the

investor is risk averse and is concerned about only the expected value and
standard deviation of his portfo l io return; 2) there is a r i sk-free rate of
re t urn at which the investor can either borrow or lend; 3) the investor cannot
sell short securities; 1 4) the single index or beta model describes thereturns on securities; and 5) there is a futures market in the single index of
the beta model.
In order to determine the expected return and risk of potential portf olias the investor must estimate, for each security i, an expected
a beta, Si, and the security's unsystematic risk,
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Oe:

•

i

return, Ri,

In addition, he must

de termi ne t he ri sk-free ra t e of r eturn, Rf , and est i mate the varia nce of r e turn on the index, a 2•

All of this information is also required by the EGP

simple selection model.

The only additional inf ormation, which i s required

m
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when there is a futures market in the index, is an estimate of the expected
return on the index,

~·

In the EGP method one value for e.ach security deter-

mined whether or not that security would be contained in the optimal portfolio.

Not only did this simplify the selection procedure, but it also provided

a strong intuitive basis for identifying the characteristics of securities
which make them desirable investments.
scribe there is an analogous value.
return for each security.

In the procedure which we will de-

It is the risk-adjusted excess rate of

Its significance was first recognized by Jensen [4]

when he measured portfolio performance, and in keeping with convention we will
refer to it as alpha, ai.

For each security it can be calculated from the es-

timates already identified:
(1)

Alpha can be thought of as a bonus return -- it is the rate of return in excess of the risk-free rate of return plus that return which would be appropriate given the security's level of systematic risk, ai.
termines whether or not a security will be pur-chased.

The size of alpha deIf it is positive the

security will be purchased and i f it is negative it will not. 2 This is an in-

.

tuitively appealing rule which can be extended in a logical way.

The propor-

tion of the portfolio which is invested in a security will vary directly with
the security's alpha or bonus return.
The Selection Procedure
The simple selection procedure which EGP developed depends upon one of
the fundamental ideas in the portfolio selection literature :
theorem. 3

the separation

The idea is that when there i s a risk-free asset the investor can

separ a te his portfolio decision i nto two stages.
portfolio of risky assets which is best.

First, he can identify a

Best in this case means that when

this portfolio is combined with the risk-free asset the combination provides
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an expected return which is larger for every level of risk, than that provided
by any other portfolio.

The second stage of the portfolio selection process

involves choosing the preferred combination of the portfolio of risky assets
and the risk-free asset -- that is the preferred level of expected return and
risk.

If the best portfolio of risky assets is too risky then the investor

will commit only a portion of his wealth to it and will lend the remainder.
If it is not risky enough, he will leverage his investment in the best portfolio of risky assets by borrowing at the risk-free rate of return.
If we examine this process we can identify an important respect in which
a futures market in the market index will benefit investors.

The first stage

in the EGP process is the selection of the best portfolio of risky assets.

A

s-ecurity's desirability is determined by its total expected return and total
risk.

But we know that both return and risk can be divided into market re-

lated or systematic components, and firm unique or unsystematic components.
In the absence of a futures market in the stock index these components must be
considered simultaneously as a package.
This is akin to the situation which would exist if dairies sold only
who"le unhomogenized milk and would not divide it into cream and skim milk.
The consumer would be confronted with the choice of no skim milk and no cream;
or skim milk and cream in proportions determined by the cow.

It would be im-

possible for individuals to adjust their purchases to reflect the differences
in t,heir tastes for cream and skim milk.

In addition, there would be no mar-

ket in which the relative price of cream and skim milk could change.
The unsystematic and systematic components of return and risk are the
cream and skim milk of the example.

An investor may prize a security because

of his assessment of its unsystematic return and risk chararcteristics.
the same time he may have a negative view of the expected return on the

At
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market.

If the security has a high beta the investor confronts a dilemma.

He

like to own the security's firm unique return and risk but not its market related return and risk.

In the absence of a futures market in the stock index

he cannot separate these two components of return -- he would like to purchase
cream only, but is forced to buy whole milk or no milk.
A futures market in the stock index will eliminate this problem.

Instead

of portfolio selection being a two-stage process, it will become a three-stage
process.

Instead of there being one separation theorem -- that between choos-

ing risky assets and the risk-free asset -- there will be two separation theorems.

In the first stage the investor will choose the best portfolio of

systematic return and risk.
portfolio and the index.
free asset.

un~

Then he will choose the best combination of this

Finally, he will mix this combination with the risk-

There are two important implications of this additional separa-

tion property:

1) Because only the desired characteristics of security re-

turns are added to the portfolio, it will offer a better combination of expected return and risk; and 2) Because we can examine the unsystematic and systematic components of return separately, the selection process is even simpler
and more readily understood and interpreted than that presented by EGP.

In

the next section we will demonstrate how an optimal portfolio should be selected when there is a futures market in the index.

To provide a contrast

with both the process and the results which follow when a futures contract
does not exist, we will employ the same data in our example that EGP used in
their example.
Selecting a Portfolio
In Table 1 we have displayed the data which EGP used in their example.
As noted above, their model does not require an estimate of ~·
needed when there is a futures market in the index.

This is

We assumed that ~ wa~
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Table 1
Security
No.
i

Mean
Return
lti

Bonus
Return

Beta

ai

ai

Unsystematic
Risk a 2
e:i

zi

xi

1

15

4.87

1. 0

50

.0974

• 197

2

17

4. 31

1. 5

40

.1078

.218

3

12

1. 87

1. 0

20

• 0935

.189

4

17

1. 74

2. 0

10

.1744

• 352

5

11

0.87

1. 0

40

.0218

• 044

6

11

- 1. 70

1. 5

30

7

11

- 4.26

2. 0

8

7

- 2.10

9

7

10

s. 6

o.o

40

o.o
o.o

0.8

16

0.0

o. 0

- 3.13

1•.0

20

o. 0

0.0

- 2.48

o. 6

6

0. 0

0.0

0.0
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equal to 10.13%. 4

Using this value we computed a bonus return, ai, for each

security using the formula in equation (1).

We indicated earlier that if ai

is positive, the security enters the portfolio and if it is negative, it does
not.

Securities 1-5 which have positive a's, will, therefore, be purchased,

while securities 6-10 will not be purchased.
We determine the composition of the portfolio in two steps.

First, we

are concerned with only the firm unique or unsystematic characteristics of return.

The unsystematic expected rate of return of each security is ai and the

unsystematic variance is cr 2 • The desirability of each security is determined
e:i
by the ratio of these two values. Let us call the ratio:

z1.=a.fcr2
].

e:

i

For example:

Z1

= 4.87/50

• 0974

The Z values for the 5 securities which will enter the portfolio are reported
in Table 1.

After making this calculation for each security with a positive

bonus return, we sum the Zi's and then divide each Zi by that sum.

There-

suiting values, call them the Xi's, are the proportions which each security
represents in the best portfolio of unsystematic returns.
the sum of the z1 's is .4949.
vest in security 1 is 19.7% (XI

In this example,

The optimal proportion of this portfolio to in-

= .0974/.4949 = .197).

Similarly, for securi-

ties 2, 3, 4 and 5, the optimal proportions are 21.8%, 18.9%, 35.2% and 4.4%
respectively.

To see how the futures market has affected portfolio selection

we can compare these proportions with those which would be optimal if there
were not a futures market.

EGP found that the values would then be:

24.6%, 20.0%, 28.4% and 3.5% respectively.
·t ainly not identical.

23.5%,

These values are similar, but cer-
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In the second stage of the selection procedure the investor must determine his optimal exposure to systematic return and risk and thus the optima_!
position to take in the futures market in the index.

An investor's preferred

exposure to systematic return will depend upon his expectations concerning the
index, ~ and a2, and upon the unsystematic return and risk characteristics of
m

We will call these unsystematic components ap and a 2 •

his portfolio.

These

e:p

values are weight-ed averages of the unsystematic return and risk characteristics of the individual securities in the portfolio.
values are 2.90 and 5.874. 5

In this example these

In general, if his view of the market is bullish

relative to his views on individual securities, he will prefer substantial
market exposure, Conversely, if he feels op-timistic about a specific group of
stocks but feels bearish about the market, he will choose relatively little
market exposure.

The optimal commitment to the index

Xm•

expressed as a frac-

tion of the portfolio's value, is determined by the relative attractiveness,
in a return/risk sense, of the market and the portfolio of unsystematic characteristics:

X

m

In this example:
X

m

This value,
market position.

=

5.13/10
= 1. 0385
2.90/5.87

Xm•

is the preferred index exposure, not the optimal futures

One more calculation is required to determine that.

Recall

that when we bought securities 1-5, we acted as if we were buying only the unsystematic return component of each security.

In fact, when you buy a securi-

ty you buy both its unsystematic and systematic components of return.

We

could ignore the systematic. component because we knew that it could be offset
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by selling short the futures contract in the market index.

In essence, if the

systematic return which is acquired incidentally when the investor purchases
securities for their unsystematic characteristics is too large, it can be offset by selling short the futures contract.

If the incidentally acquired sys-

tematic return exposure is too small, it can be augmented by purchasing futures market contracts.

Xm•

is 1.038.

We know that the preferred market (index) exposure,

The market exposure acquired when purchasing the portfolio

based on unsystematic returns is a weighted average of the 8's in the portfolio.

In this example that value is 1.461

.189(1.0) + .352(2.0) + .044(1.0)].

[1.461 = .197(1.0) + .218(1.5) +

Therefore, the optimal futures market

position is a short sale of contracts equal in value to 42.3% (1.D38 -1.461

=

-.423; the minus sign indicates a short sale) of the value of the portfolio.
To recapitulate:
t~hen

the selection of an optimal portfolio of risky assets

there is a futures contract in the market index is a two-stage process.

First, the investor selects an optimal portfolio of securities based solely on
their unsystematic return and risk characteristics.

Then, he determines a

preferred market exposure and takes a futures market position which reflects
that preference and the market exposure which was acquired when he purchased
securities based on their unsystematic return and risk characteristics.
The first two stages of the process identify the optimal portfolio of
risky assets, including a futures market position in the index.

~fuen

this

portfoli o i s combine d with the risk-fre e a sset it creates a set of return and
risk opportuniti.es for the investor which are best.

The last step in the

portfolio selection process is to choose that combination which is preferred
given the indi vidual investor's atti t ude toward r e tur n a nd risk.
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The Significance of a Futures Market
The example we have developed demonstrates that a futures contract in the
market index will simplify the portfolio selection process and alter the composition of the preferred portfolio.

The extent to which the portfolio is al-

tered depends upon the investor's expectations.

In some cases, it could be

very little while in other circumstances the differences could be substantial.
It is also true that the optimal portfolio with a futures market will always
offer a return/risk combination which is at least as good as, and usually will
be better than, that which would be available i f the futures market did not:
exist.

Again, the difference can be large or small.

ined it is quite small.
of efficiency:

The best way to gauge this is with the Sharpe measure

(Rp-Rf)/a.

Based on the results reported by EGP, when the fu-

tures market does not exist this value is 2. 011.
ue is 2.016.

In the example we exam-

\fuen it does exist this val-

This larger value means that for every level of risk the portfo-

lio which contains a futures position offers a level of expected return which
is slightly higher than the optimal portfolio which does not contain a futures
contract.
Before closing this essay there are several points which warrant mention.
Any futures contract in the market index will be of fixed size and sold only
in units.

Therefore investors, especially smaller investors, may not be able

to closely match their preferred futures positions.

For example, if the con-

tract size is $50,000 and the investor wants to sell short $75,000 worth of
the index, he confronts a dilemma.

He can sell short one contract or two,

$50,000 worth or $100,000 worth, but not $75,000.
the possible implications of performance deposits.

Also, we have not discussed
These may or may not be

serious, depending upon the rules imposed by the exchanges and brokers.

Fin-

ally, the price of the futures contract depends upon the price of the index
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and the risk-free rate of return.

To the extent that the latter varies it

will also complicate portfolio choices.

Footnotes
1.

This assumption is relaxed and the problem solved without it in (3].

2.

If short selling of securities were permitted, the investor would sell
short any security with a negative alpha. This too is an intuitively appealing result.

3.

This important development is attributed to Tobin.

4.

This value is consistent with the values in the paper by EGP.

5.

The-se are calculated as follows:

cxp

See (7].

=

X1cx 1 + Xzcx2 + X1l3 + X4cx4 + Xs<X5

=

(.197)4.87 + (.218)4.31 + (.189)1.87 + (.352)1.74

+ (.044)0.87

=

2.90

+

x2 o2

4

+ (.044)240 = 5.874

e:4
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